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Understanding

The New World Order is coming! Are you ready? Once you
understand what this New World Order really is, and how it is
being gradually implemented, you will be able to see it
progressing in your daily news!!
Learn how to protect yourself, your loved ones!
Stand by for insights so startling you will never look at the news the
same way again.
YOU ARE NOW ON
THE CUTTING EDGE

Aquarius Rising—The Secret
Iluminist Masonic/Illuminati
Ritual Initiations of September
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INTRODUCTION

In 1990, role-playing inventor, Steve Jackson, was planning his newest
game, which he would ultimately call the "Illuminati -- New World
Order" Game, or "INWO" for short. Jackson was creating a game that
would hit very, very close to home, revealing the actual parts of the
Illuminati plan to propel the world into the New World Order. In
NEWS1753, we demonstrated that Jackson reveals in this card game the
specific attacks on 9/11/2001. Now, you will see that this card game has
accurately predicted events that have recently occurred, catastrophes that
have rocked our society to its foundations, and have begun to prepare us
for the Kingdom of Antichrist, popularly called the New World Order.

Deadly
Biological Agents, Deadly
Vaccines, and Scientists Who
Knew Too Much - Audio Tape
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How did Steve Jackson know the Illuminati Plan so precisely? As a
matter of fact, he knew the Plan so exactly he got a surprise visit from the
Secret Service, who tried their best to shut him down and prevent him
from publishing his game. As you will see from viewing excerpts of
Jackson's account of the raid, they were very interested in his files
entitled, "Illuminist BBS". Let us listen to Jackson's account of the raid
[ http://www.sjgames.com/SS/ ]
"On the morning of March 1, [1990] without warning, a force of
armed Secret Service agents - accompanied by Austin police and
at least one civilian 'expert' from the phone company - occupied
the offices of Steve Jackson Games and began to search for
computer equipment. The home ... the writer of GURPS
Cyberpunk, was also raided. A large amount of equipment was
seized, including four computers, two laser printers, some loose
hard disks and a great deal of assorted hardware. One of the
computers was the one running the Illuminati BBS."

"The Illuminati Formula To
Create An Indestructible Mind
Control Slave", Wheeler, p. 2011]

The company, "S.J. Games" fought back in court and finally won, but nearly suffered bankruptcy. The
government "investigation" zeroed in on "fraud" supposedly committed by the company regarding hacker
activity and the fact that the company promoted the hacker's newsletter, "Phrack". However, this charge is so
flimsy that it makes no common sense; in fact, the affidavit made so little sense that a Judge threw the case out,
awarding S.J. Games $50,000 plus $250,000 attorney's fees. That is a lot of taxpayer's money to pay for a
stupid, nonsensical case!
But, it does highlight the fact that our Illuminist government, the Secret Service then run by President George
Bush (Sr.) was worried about the revelations that S.J. Games was about to expose to public scrutiny, and
"cooked up" a reason to invade their offices and confiscate their materials. We think, after you review these
materials, you will believe, as do I, that the real reason the Secret Service invaded S.J. Games was to shut them
down so they could not produce the game "Illuminati -- New World Order (INWO), for it revealed too much of
the plan that was still 11 years in the future. You be the judge.
This game was in the beginning stages in 1990 was finally published in 1995, becoming a best seller. The
"INWO" won the 1995 Origins Award for Best Card Game. With these dates in mind, let us now take these
pertinent cards in order, to discuss them, demonstrating how completely and thoroughly they accurately tell the
Illuminati plan to produce Antichrist through societal disasters, wars, religious strife and apostasy, plus
Weather Control and Weather Warfare. You will be quite enlightened by these remarkable playing cards, and
you will undoubtedly say to yourself as you review these cards, "I did not know that event(s) was planned by
the Illuminati"!
In this article, we shall cover events that, by the time of this writing -- September 12, 2003 -- have already
occurred and have fulfilled the purpose for which they were designed. Remember, the fact that Jackson
included them in his card deck means he knew these events were planned by the Illuminati for the express
purpose of tearing down the old society so the New World Order could be established, with its final king, The
Christ -- the Biblical Antichrist.
EVENTS THAT HAVE ALREADY OCCURRED
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The bottom of this playing card reads: "All the data ... it's lost! Lost! Pick one of
your rivals to suffer your wrath .. Play this card at any time. It requires an action
by your Illuminati, or by Computer group(s) with a total Power of 3 or more."

Can you imagine? Computer viruses were planned by the Illuminati, most probably to agitate
computer owners who have quite fallen in love with the Internet to accept new government
controls. Already, governments have either set in motion new rules for operating on the Internet,
or have proposed such regulations. Since the Internet is one of the last truly free mediums of
global communication left, government is quite interested in gaining control. What better way to
gain such regulatory control than to use the classic Dialectic Struggle technique, "Controlled
Conflict brings about Controlled Change". This process is sometimes also referred to as "Create
the Problem/Propose the (Illuminati) Solution".
If the Illuminati is the driving force behind computer viruses, how many viruses have been let loose upon the
public? You will be surprised:
NEWS BRIEF: "Viruses, Worms: What's in a Name?", by Michelle Delio, Wired News, September 4, 2003.
"Ever since Brain, the very first computer virus, was created in 1986, the antivirus researcher who discovers a
new worm or virus is generally given the honor of naming it. Now, 65,000 viruses later and counting, those
intrepid researchers are still managing to come up with new monikers for malicious software."
Can you believe this? The Illuminati has caused 65,000 computer virus since 1986! And, the FBI just arrested a
poor, hapless computer hacker, accusing him of being the mastermind of the very sophisticated SoBig-F virus!
Now, let us look at some of the creative names of these viruses:
"There are the ever-popular intimidating names: Blaster, Chernobyl, Code Red, Hybris, Goner, Slapper and
Slammer. Less popular these days are playful, perky names: Pretty Park, Birthday, Happy Monday, Smile, New
Love and Teddy Bear.
"There are the always-in-fashion temptresses -- DeepThroat, Hooker, FunLove, Love Letter, NakedWife,
Paradise -- and the ones that seem to refer to the person who created the worm: Annoying, Brat, Coma, Faker,
Glitch, SadHound, Slacker, Small, TheThing and Yo Momma.
"And there are also names that seem to make no sense at all: Gokar, Klez, Nimda, Welyah, Yaha." [Ibid.]
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The bottom of this playing card reads: At any time, at any place, our
snipers can drop you. Have a nice day.

You can remember only too well the Beltway Sniper attacks in October, 2002, carried out by
snipers -- or sniper fall guys -- that clearly were under Illuminati Mind Control [Read
NEWS1725, "We Have Caught The Sniper Like A Duck On A Noose"]. For a 22-day period -October 2-24 -- in 2002, snipers terrorized people in the Beltway area, killing them just as this
card says: they dropped victims "at any time, at any place"! For these 22 days, the snipers shot 13
times, killing 10 people. Throughout this sorry episode, we constantly pointed out the various
Satanic symbols the pattern of the sniping was placing on the ground. Let us review these articles.
* "Original Maryland Shootings Shown To Be: 1) Not geographically random; 2) Occurring
on a Satanic Holiday devoted to the destruction of the Old Order; 30 Shooting Pattern forms a
Broken Cross. Satanic "calling card" left at the scene of one of the shootings. Shooter left a
"Death Tarot Card" at the scene inscribed with "I am God" message." [NEWS1710]
* "Shot #11 On October 11 Is On A Line That Forms A Satanic Pentagram On The
Ground." [NEWS1714]
* "Surprising -- And Unexpected -- Occult Symbolism Uncovered By Studying The Beltway
Sniper Shooting Pattern" [NEWS1718]
* "Update On The Beltway Sniper And The Occult Shooting Pattern" [NEWS1719]
* "New Age Holistic Adviser Saw Broken Cross In Shooting Pattern Just 2 Days After First
Shots Were Fired. Says Satanic Ritual Is Planned!" [NEWS1724]
* "We Have Caught The Sniper Like A Duck In A Noose" -- Analysis of this typical Illuminist
Mind Control Trigger [NEWS1725]
Now, take a good look at this sniper card. This picture, taken in its entirety, is screaming Illuminati Mind
Control. First, note the face of the sniper. He is screaming, as if in terror, and his eyes are not only protruding,
they exude evil. The face seems to be falling apart, to the point where the straight background line separating
the two black triangles serving as the backdrop to the face seems to pass behind the face. This is the perfect
picture to accompany the description of how a Mind Control slave is activated by his handler. Listen:
"To create a trained assassin, the altars [Mind Control slaves, commonly called 'Deltas'] were
desensitized towards pain and death ... Hypnosis was also used. The potential victims were
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devalued ... Satanic rituals were also involved in the creation of the Deltas. Deltas will be trained
in hand to hand combat, and know the very vulnerable places to instantly kill people ... Training
included a great deal of expert weapon's training." ["The Illuminati Formula To Create An
Indestructible Mind Control Slave", Wheeler, p. 201-1]
At this point, we are told exactly what we should expect from the training of an Illuminati assassin. He is
desensitized, put through brutal Satanic rituals, taught hand-to-hand combat, and given a " great deal of expert
weapon's training." But, now focus on the "falling apart face"; is it falling apart or "melting" in this depiction?
Listen to Wheeler explain:
"When the programmer wants to use these Delta alters, he will call them up from their 'genii
bottle' or wherever the signal is hidden deep within the mind. The Delta will be commanded to
'melt'. When they have melted into the nothing state, then the programmer gives an exact script
of everything the Delta altar is to do, just like you would program a computer step-bystep." [Ibid.]
This depiction on this card is of a Mind Control victim as he is being activated to be an assassin. Notice the rich
brocade of pattern behind the face; this type of pattern is speaks of the rich "tapestry" of detailed information a
handler puts into the mind of the assassin, giving him all the details of his many multiple personalities. Also,
note the 12 colored triangles, grouped into colored pairs facing each other. Color coding is extremely important
to the handler as he mentally "programs" the assassin.
Once again, we are shocked to not only see a sniper's card in this Illuminati New World Order card deck, but to
see that the creator of this game correctly understands that the Illuminist sniper will be mind controlled is
shocking, indeed. Now you should also know who is behind the latest sniper shooting spree in West Virginia!
The bottom of this card reads: "Can be used to destroy any Resource belonging
to a rival. May be used at any time except during a prolonged attack ... 1. Target
is destroyed. Suicide Squad survives and may be used again; 2-5. Target and
Suicide Squad are both destroyed; 6. Suicide Squad fails and a destroyed target
survives.

Israel -- and only Israel -- has been facing terror attacks for 20 long, solid years now. In
NEWS1429, we reported that the Russian KGB controlled Arafat while that the American CIA
controlled Israel. Therefore, the Illuminati controlled both sides, which they must do in a
Dialectic Struggle situation. Each suicide kills the Palestinian perpetrator and innocent Israeli
civilians, some of them tiny babies. Each suicide roils the country and the world and acts like a
jackhammer against a cement walkway -- steadily, the "walkway" of the Old Order is broken up
so the New Order may be instituted. To date, Arafat has been carrying out terror attacks against
Israeli targets for 33 years; his suicide bombers have been striking for 22 years; he has just
completed a 33-month Intifada against Israel. All these numbers of Illuminist sacred numbers.
All these numbers point to the Illuminati as the origin of this terror campaign, not Arafat nor any
other Palestinian terrorist leader.
Note that the Suicide Squad is not expected to survive the majority of the time -- Steps 2-5.
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Over the past 20 years, I have seen such unbelievable outrages reported, such as the head of a little girl rolling
out of a bombed Sbarro Pizza Parlor and a heart lying on the sidewalk still beating! This is the picture of the
rotten spiritual fruit of the "Dialectic Struggle" process, and yet each outrage is met with the same tired mantra.
* Washington implores Israel to "show restraint"
* The Israeli Prime Minister or one of his officials announces that they are "not going to allow
the peace process to be derailed".
* Arafat "condemns" the suicide attacks, saying that they work against the "best interests" of the
Palestinian people.
Yet, nothing changes as the clock ticks toward the next suicide bombing. The ultimate end of this Dialectic
Struggle is the all-out Third World War that will fulfill Arafat's vision. And, Steve Jackson knew all about this
part of the plan when he created the INWO!
The bottom of this playing card reads: "Disaster! This is an instant attack to
Destroy any Place ... Its Power is 14 against a Huge Place, 18 against any other
Place ... Nuclear Power Companies lose their action token when this card is
played on any Place."

The world has already had two nuclear power plant accidents, have we not? At Chernobyl and
Three Mile Island. Let us review the suspicious timing and occasion of the accident at Three
Mile Island.
"FEMA (Now operating under Homeland Security) has the authority to .... order mass evacuation
of residents in the perimeter of nuclear power plants ... It is an interesting coincidence that the
Three Mile Island incident occurred just one day after FEMA became operational. FEMA arrived
on the scene of the nuclear power accident and fostered an atmosphere of panic, and lobbied for
mass evacuations that would have given FEMA authority over all other Federal, state, and local
governmental bodies ... There is some evidence that ... Three Mile Island was an act of
sabotage." ["The Unseen Hand", by A. Ralph Epperson, p. 411]
At this point, I have a question: at the time Steve Jackson was creating this Illuminati Card Game, the nuclear
power plant accidents at both Chernobyl and Three Mile Island had occurred; therefore, since Jackson included
a "Nuclear Accident" in this card game, does that mean we have a planned nuclear power accident -- or
"terrorist attack" -- yet in our future?
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The bottom of this playing card reads: "Their secret mind-altering messages are
hidden everywhere. The number of Media groups you control is added to the
Power and Global Power of the Subliminals."

Subliminals in all avenues of Mass Media -- TV, movies, printed advertising -- is so effective
that the public has been repeatedly conditioned to believe that subliminals either do not exist or
they are ineffective and no longer used. However, in Seminar One, "America's Leadership of
the New World Order", we demonstrate that subliminals do exist and are very effective. We
show several colored examples of subliminals in printed advertising so you can see for yourself!
Truly, once you know what to look for, you will never look at printed advertisements the same way again!
The bottom of this playing card reads: "Increase the Power of all Violent
Government Groups by 3. Increase the Power of all Criminal Groups by 1."

Steve Jackson is quietly communicating a very important factor. Gun Control has historically
made it much easier for a government to become more violent in the manner in which it treats its
citizens; in fact, the first action a new dictatorship takes is to seize all guns from the people.
Lenin and Hitler both seized individual weapons under the same false premise that they were
making their citizens "more safe"; the reality was that they made their citizens more susceptible
to a severe dictatorship. New Age author, Bill Cooper, has some very pertinent things to say on
this issue:
"The government encouraged the manufacture and importation of military firearms for the criminals to use.
This is intended to foster a feeling of insecurity which would lead the American people to voluntarily disarm
themselves by passing laws against firearms. Using drugs and hypnosis on mental patients in a process called
Orion, the CIA inculcated the desire in these people to open fire on school yards and thus inflame the antigun
lobby ... The middle class is begging the government to do away with the 2nd amendment. Author's Note: I
have found that these events have, indeed, happened all over the country. In every instance that I have
investigated -- the incident at the women's school in Canada, the shopping center incident in Canada, the
Stockton, California, massacre, and the murder of Rabbi Meir Kahane -- the shooters were all ex-mental
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patients or were current mental patients who were ALL ON THE DRUG PROZAC! This drug, when taken
in certain doses, increases the serotonin level in the patient, causing extreme violence. Couple that with a
post-hypnotic suggestion or control through an electronic brain implant, or microwave or E.L.F. intrusion,
and you get mass murder, ending in every case with the suicide of the perpetrator." ["Beyond A Pale Horse",
p. 225; Emphasis was in the original]
The bottom of this playing card reads: "Of course they read the mail. During
your turn, you may draw any two Group cards randomly from the hand of a
rival ..."

When our nation was agonizing over the terrible spate of Post Office shootings, who would have thought the
Illuminati had instigated them in order to further destabilize our culture so as to bring on their New World
Order? All these upsetting events have a cumulative effect far beyond their individual force. They make many
people feel bad about their lives and about our civilization, as these people question, "what is wrong with our
society that such murderous rampages are occurring"? When enough of these upsetting events occur, the
Illuminati will have enough people questioning our current society that they will embrace the coming superman
(Antichrist) as he proposes a brand new society, based upon brand new values.
These shootings, plus school shootings, greatly stirred the anti-gun lobby. One such lobby issued a report in
which they examined the shootings from 1963-2001 and discovered that the firearms in a great majority of the
cases were purchased legally. ["Where'd They Get Their Guns? An Analysis of the Firearms Used in HighProfile Shootings, 1963 to 2001", Violence Policy Center]
The unavoidable implication is that gun laws needed to be changed so that such mass murders could not be
committed. From August, 1986, to August, 1989, "there would be 355 attacks reported (undoubtedly many
went unreported) by workers on supervisors and 183 by bosses on workers. Few of these would ever become
public knowledge." ["Mass Murder And The Postal Purges", http://www.fdungan.com/usps2.htm]
I could find no report that gave a total of Post Office murder rampages, or the total number of workers and
supervisors killed.
The bottom of this playing card reads: "A shocking news story distracts
all media, and by the time it runs its course, the public has forgotten all
about ... what WAS that issue, anyway"?

Notice the headline of this "World Illuminator" newspaper: "Tweezer Slayings Rise To 23". The picture to the
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lower right is of a grandmother figure coyly looking at her face from a round mirror she is holding. The subtitle
reads: "Nobel Laureate Sought For Questioning". In the past two decades, America has endured so many
instances of multiple murder, it is terribly discouraging, to say the least. Let us review just some of the
instances of Mass Murder which we have endured just recently: [All stories taken from The Washington Post]
* "Fired Worker Kills 6 in Ill. Auto Shop: Chicago Man Dies in Police Shootout", 8/28/03, Gunman killed by
police.
* "Mississippi Gunman Had Angry History: Five co-workers die", July 10, 2003. Gunmen commits suicide.
* "Five Killed, Eight Wounded at Miss. Factory: Gunman Targets Co-Workers Before Committing Suicide",
July 9, 2003.
* "Prince William Father Fatally Shoots Three Sons and Himself", April 25, 2003.
* "Three Dead After R.I. Shooting Rampage at Providence Paper", June 9, 2002.
* "2 Dead, 6 Injured In Shooting at Indiana Factory: Gunman Killed Himself", December 7, 2001.
* "Sacramento Man Sought in 4 Slayings: Heavily Armed Ex-Security Guard Is Believed to Have Shot Former
Co-Workers", 12/10/01
* "Software Tester Indicted In Killings of 7 at Boston Office: McDermott had been taking medication for
mental illness", 2/16/01
* "Gunman Kills Five People in Tampa", 12/31/99
I could go on and on and on, but you get the point. In the past 2-3 decades, America has been awash in mass
murder; but now, you know the Illuminati has planned it in order to weaken the Old Order so they could bring
in the New World Order.
The bottom of this playing card reads: "While you control this group, all straight
or Conservative groups will be so distracted that any attacks they make against
your other groups will be at -3 Power."

Certainly, Secular Humanism has been greatly instrumental in all of Western Society currently
rejecting Jesus Christ, the Bible, and Judeo-Christian values. By far, the most serious impact has
been in the field of Public Education. C.F. Potter and Thomas Dewey led the way in the period
between World Wars I and II to completely re-write educational curricula -- gradually at first -so that all Biblical values are overthrown. In Seminar One, "America's Leadership of the New
World Order", we demonstrate how this subtle attack on our values system was carried out. The
result is that, now, Christian parents must get their children out of Public Schools, for they are
being conditioned to become good citizens of the global system of Antichrist!
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Listen to Christian educator, Samuel Blumenthal, explain:
"It was thus Dewy who began to fashion a new materialist religion in which humanity was
venerated instead of God. This is basically the religion of Secular Humanism, and this is what
has become the official religion of the United States, for it is the only religion permitted in its
public schools and totally supported by government funds." ["NEA: Trojan Horse In American
Education", Samuel Blumenthal, p. 55]
Dr. Blumenthal then continues:
"But the undermining of the Judeo-Christian tradition was well underway when, in 1933, John
Dewey and 33 other liberal humanists drew up and signed that extraordinary document known as
the Humanist Manifesto. It reflected all of the influences of science, evolution, and the new
psychology which were reshaping American education. It called for the abandonment of
traditional religion and replacing it with a new secular religion better able to accommodate the
new moral relativism in a man-centered, godless world." [Ibid., p. 226]
As Christian Churches fell under the spell of this Humanist Manifesto, mainline denominations began to move
away from the Fundamentals of the Christian faith, until we have reached the point today where the apostasy of
the Church is so deep, wide, and high that Antichrist can now arise [2 Thessalonians 2:3].
Just as the Illuminati planned, Secular Humanism paved the way. But, look carefully at the picture Steve
Jackson drew. As you look behind the two young men, you will see the shadow of a clown jester, or is it the
Devil? You be the judge. Either symbol would be most appropriate for an entire people who have rejected the
One True God in order to embrace a false god.
The bottom of this playing card reads: "It's a tax on stupidity and the money
rolls in..."

At this point, you must protest! State Lotteries are the result of the Illuminati planning to so
undermine a society that it will fall? That is exactly correct. Look at some of the evils of a State
Lottery:
* It distorts the normal flow of money within an economy, drawing huge sums of money away from buying
Goods and Services and concentrating that money in the hands of State Governments, whose spending has
always further aggravated the economy. Economically, it is always far better to keep the money in the hands of
the many consumers, whose spending at the bottom of the economy will stimulate the economy much better
than top-heavy government spending.
* The State Lottery encourages people who can least afford it to gamble with their money. Once again, money
is taken out of the normal channels of consumer spending. Listen:
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"... those living in the most impoverished areas of the state (New York) spent eight times more of
their income on lottery tickets than did those living in the most affluent sections." ("Lotteries in
the United States: A Brief Overview", by Ronald A. Reno, Citizen Link, Focus On The Family).
Further, many retailers have discovered that people are spending their money on lottery tickets rather than for
food and general merchandise! Many children are going hungry at night because the parent(s) have spent too
much money on lottery tickets. Thus, State Lotteries hurt Retail Sales, long seen as the backbone of our
economy.
* The State Lottery encourages a "Get Rich Quick" mentality, encouraging people to keep trying to get rich
instead of gradually increasing their personal wealth through hard work and excellent spending habits. Most
people do not realize that the American Industrial Revolution occurred in a very large degree because the
individual worker possessed the "Protestant Work Ethic", an understanding that man does not work at his job
just for his employer, but "as to the Lord". This work ethic was so widespread that even men who were not
saved adopted the values of this work ethic. Thus, employers could count on workers who were honest and
would give him a good, solid days' work for a day's pay.
This work ethic is rooted in Christianity -- not Roman Catholicism -- nor in any other religion. This reality is
one of the very large reasons the "American experiment" has proven to be virtually impossible to replicate in
other nations of the world; however, America is losing this work ethic and our economic doom is certain. State
Lotteries discourage people from working hard, working long, and giving a good day's labor for a day's pay.
* State Lotteries have spawned a new form of mental addiction. Listen:
"Lotteries in the United States: A Brief Overview", by Ronald A. Reno, Citizen Link, Focus On
The Family.
"Many regard lotteries as a relatively benign form of gambling. However, 43% of callers to the 1800-GAMBLER national hotline (operated by the Council on Compulsive Gambling of New
Jersey) indicated problems with lottery gambling ... Many lotteries aggressively market to the
poor ... promotional ‘pushes’ (are) targeted as early as possible in the month (when Welfare,
payroll, and Social Security payments are dispersed) ... a high percentage of under-age
adolescents play the lottery." (Ibid.)
If you want to undermine the Old Order so it can be replaced with the New World Order, a State Lottery is a
good wrecking tool to have at your disposal!
The bottom of the "Dittohead" playing card reads: "This group can only be
controlled by a Personality ... This card always has the same alignments as its
Personality, plus "Fanatic". If the Personality is already Fanatic, the fanaticism
of the Dittoheads is considered the same alignment for all purposes."

Many people will truly be shocked to hear that a Rush Limbaugh Dittohead Card is part of this
Illuminati deck, and for very good reason: Rush Limbaugh is a very sophisticated part of the
New World Order Plan to overthrow the Old World Order! In NEWS1030, "Rush Limbaugh!!
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Mega-Dittos To The Master Communicator", I explained my personal trip through "Rush
country", from the beginning of the 1990's to the time in 1996 when I fully understood reality. At
first, I was really taken by his personality, his grasp of the difficult issues facing America, his
apparent Conservatism, and his refreshing humor. I really felt like he was speaking my language,
giving verbal expression to my political feelings.
Rush Limbaugh had become a Messianic-type leader of the American Conservatives. It is incredible that one
man could so coalesce such a large group into one meaningful force. Rush is their leader, and he has become
their icon. I had never, ever, heard anyone so brilliantly, and so consistently, articulate the issues in which I had
always felt so strongly. Rush also seemingly championed Christian causes.
But, what does this "Dittohead" card say about the "Personality" who controls the "fanatics" under his spell?
Listen again:
* "This group can only be controlled" -- As you listen to the people calling in, you can realize they are being
controlled by the Personality of Rush Limbaugh. In the guise of learning to think for yourself, the vast legions
of Limbaugh listeners have unwittingly become "controlled by the Personality". After all, that is the true
meaning of "Dittohead" -- they are so in agreement with Rush that they only think that they are thinking for
themselves.
* "This card always has the same alignments as its Personality" -- The people calling in to the show definitely
show strong evidences that their views are fully aligned with the views of Rush Limbaugh! Many callers even
express this alignment by saying something like, "I agree with you 98% of the time". Now, that is alignment!
I encourage you to read NEWS1030 as I fully explain the reasons I became convinced that Rush Limbaugh was
not a truly Born Again Christian and was not even a true Conservative. This whole process took until mid-1996
to complete. For the better part of 6 years, I was a Ditto Head. But, God was gradually changing my mind as
He opened my spiritual eyes.
Do not be deceived by Rush Limbaugh. He is a very clever part of the Illuminati Plan, just as this card
indicates. I believe his purpose was to so enthusiastically grab the leadership of American's Conservatives that
he could get NAFTA passed, first of all, and then so he could act as a lightening rod to harmlessly discharge
Conservative anger over the Liberal policies being enacted to move us into the New World Order. The
Illuminati knew that real Conservatives were going to become very angry when they saw some of the terrible
actions that Liberal and "Conservative" leaders were going to have to carry out if the globalist agenda were to
ever go forward. Conservative anger is a mighty force, and can destroy a movement -- a Plan -- if it hits its
target squarely.
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Therefore, Rush Limbaugh is to ensure that Conservative anger would be
harmlessly discharged through him, as the national lightning rod! Limbaugh
brilliantly examines the problems facing America and he describes these problems
in a manner which seems Christian. However, he fails totally in espousing the
solution. Limbaugh's solution is to elect more Conservatives, preferably the
Republican Conservatives he favors. And, right now, that favorite Republican is
President George W. Bush, the old unrepentant Skull & Bones Illuminist [Read
NEWS1314 for details on Skull & Bones] and that Bohemian Grove participant.

However, another key spiritual issue with Rush Limbaugh is his unrelenting attack on any hint of a
"Conspiracy". And, that takes us to the "Gordo Remora" card of this Illuminist deck.
The bottom of the "Gordo Remora" playing card reads: "Next up on Gordo: People who
believe in conspiracy theories. Are they nuts or just too stupid to live?"
Rush Limbaugh thus plays the part of "Gordo Remora" in real life. The Bible speaks continuously about the
conspiracy between Satan and God that began with his rebellion against God in Heaven as described in Isaiah
14:4-15, continued from the Garden of Eden as Satan works against God through mankind, and continues until
after the 1,000 year reign of Jesus Christ when Satan is loosed for a short time; what does Satan do with this
last opportunity to rebel against God? He gathers rebellious humans living at that time into one more assault on
Jerusalem [Revelation 20:7-10]. This prophetic string, preaching conspiracy from beginning to end of time is
so clear that people who know their Bible well are expecting a conspiracy at the End of the Age and are
looking for it!
We have posted a Biblical expose' of Conspiracy so you can clearly see that the Christian today should be
expecting it, not doubting it! This expose' is entitled, "Bible Teaches Conspiracy! From Genesis to
Revelation" and we encourage you to click on the title so you will understand how thoroughly Biblical
believing in conspiracy truly is.
Here is the reality about conspiracy: It is spiritually -- Biblically -- based, so few people who are not saved can
see the truth! All of Rush's arguments against conspiracy is based upon human, secular reasoning, totally
devoid of genuine Biblical understanding. Since Rush is very persuasive, when he thus appeals to human
understanding, his followers believe him and reject any idea of a conspiracy.
Rush Limbaugh takes a really strong stand against "Conspiracy Theories" as he daily trumpets the official
government line on all matters. Not only has Rush refused to consider a conspiracy but he refuses to even
debate someone on air who understands that a conspiracy exists. We posted NEWS1156 as an open letter to
Rush urging him to consider the spiritual basis of this global conspiracy to unite the world into a government,
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economy and religion, after which Antichrist will arise.
Steve Jackson, founder of the Illuminati Card Game, declares the the Master of all "Dittoheads" and the grand
arguer against Conspiracy Theories is part of the Illuminati Plan! Rush Limbaugh takes into his own person
these two cards. This is not to say that there are not others out there who might fulfill the "Gordo Remora" role,
but Limbaugh is clearly the King of the Hill.
The bottom of the Supreme Court playing card reads: "By using its action, the
Supreme Court can cancel one action of any other government group. Yes, this
includes Government groups outside the U.S. Don't ask. You don't want to
know."

Notice the Satanic triangle with the All-Seeing Eye in the upper portion, overseeing the actions
of the Supreme Court. Jackson is telling you that our High Court is operating under the watchful
eye of the Illuminati. Remember President Franklin Roosevelt? A number of key pet programs of
his New Deal program were struck down by the Supreme Court during the early part of his
Administration, as the Justices proved themselves more Conservative than the President.
Enraged, Roosevelt threatened to get Congress to pass a Constitution Amendment that would
expand the numbers of justices sitting on the court, allowing him to "pack the court".
Fortunately, the Constitutional obstacles to getting such an amendment passed proved too insurmountable, so
Roosevelt abandoned his idea. However, the Illuminati had learned its lesson; it must control the Justices so
that the High Court would be marching in-step with the Executive and Congressional branches. Since Supreme
Court Justices served for life, this change to an Illuminist court took time. However, by the time Illuminist
Presidents Truman and Eisenhower had served their terms, enough changes had occurred through death that the
Illuminati ruled the Court. They rule it today.
The Illuminati realized that the court system held great potential to create massive paradigm shifts in attitudes
through its ability to create new law simply by edict! Since everyone knew that court justices held their
position for life, anger against any particular decision was much more muted than against the Congress or the
President. People knew they "elected" presidents and congressmen, and so they were much more apt to spring
into action against those officials than they were against the justices.
Tremendous changes have occurred as the result of court rulings generally and Supreme Court rulings
specifically. Let us list three of these terrible decisions that have so changed the values and attitudes of
Americans that today, we stand ready to enter the Satanic New World Order.
* 1963 -- ABINGTON SCHOOL DIST. v. SCHEMPP, 374 U.S. 203 (1963), 374 U.S. 203 -- "Because of the
prohibition of the First Amendment against the enactment by Congress of any law 'respecting an establishment
of religion,' which is made applicable to the States by the Fourteenth Amendment, no state law or school board
may require that passages from the Bible be read or that the Lord's Prayer be recited in the public schools of a
State at the beginning of each school day - even if individual students may be excused from attending or
participating in such exercises upon written request of their parents. Pp. 205-227.
God's Word was thrown out of our Public Schools.
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* 1973 -- Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973) (USSC+) -- "The court declared the abortion statutes void as
vague and overbroadly infringing those plaintiffs' Ninth and Fourteenth Amendment rights. The court ruled the
Does' complaint not justifiable."
The Justices declared abortion to be legal in the United States, a decision that was blacker than the Abyss of
Hell! Later, further decisions opened the door to this formerly forbidden deed to include Abortion On Demand.
From 1963-2003, America has killed more than 42,000,000 babies! Furthermore, America has exported this
practice to many nations throughout the world.
Remember that, in the eyes of a Satanist, aborted babies are the highest form of human sacrifice possible, for it
takes the life within the womb.
* 2003 -- LAWRENCE et al. v. TEXAS, certiorari to the court of appeals of Texas, fourteenth district, No. 02102. Argued March 26, 2003--Decided June 26, 2003. "Held: The Texas statute making it a crime for two
persons of the same sex to engage in certain intimate sexual conduct violates the Due Process Clause. Pp. 3-18."
In a single action, the Supreme Court legalized Sodomy throughout the land, thus putting America fully in line
for God's physical, annihilating judgment. In NEWS1830, we demonstrated Biblically that God's judgment
upon this land was now inevitable and would be just as annihilating as the description of the Economic
Babylon of Revelation 18.
Thus, you can see that the Supreme Court operated fully under the eye of the Illuminati just as this Illuminati
Card demonstrates. Consider the years:
* 1963 -- Threw God's Word out of Public Schools
* 1973 -- Legalized abortion and set the stage for Abortion On Demand, resulting in over 42 million American
babies' death
* 2003 -- Legalized Sodomy, thus completing our national rebellion against God.
Steve Jackson understood the "supreme" importance the Supreme Court was to their plan to overthrow the Old
Order so the New World Order can be brought in and the "Man of Sin" -- Antichrist -- can be staged on the
world scene.
CONCLUSION
Remarkably, these specific cards demonstrate that Steve Jackson knew well the Illuminati plan to create the
New World Order and its superman, Antichrist. In the next two articles, you shall see even more evidence of
Jackson's detailed understanding of the Illuminist plan. When you see a particular event on one of these cards,
you shall know with certainty that that event was brought about by the Illuminati in order to overthrow the Old
Order and bring in the New.
The world stands at the precipice of the final acts.
Are you spiritually ready? Is your family? Are you adequately protecting your loved ones? This is the reason
for this ministry, to enable you to first understand the peril facing you, and then help you develop strategies to
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warn and protect your loved ones. Once you have been thoroughly trained, you can also use your knowledge as
a means to open the door of discussion with an unsaved person. I have been able to use it many times, and have
seen people come to Jesus Christ as a result. These perilous times are also a time when we can reach many
souls for Jesus Christ, making an eternal difference.
If you have accepted Jesus Christ as your personal Savior, but have been very lukewarm in your spiritual walk
with Him, you need to immediately ask Him for forgiveness and for renewal. He will instantly forgive you, and
fill your heart with the joy of the Holy Spirit. Then, you need to begin a daily walk of prayer and personal
Bible Study.
If you have never accepted Jesus Christ as Savior, but have come to realize His reality and the approaching End
of the Age, and want to accept His FREE Gift of Eternal Life, you can also do so now, in the privacy of your
home. Once you accept Him as Savior, you are spiritually Born Again, and are as assured of Heaven as if you
were already there. Then, you can rest assured that the Kingdom of Antichrist will not touch you spiritually.
If you would like to become Born Again, turn to our Salvation Page now.
We hope you have been blessed by this ministry, which seeks to educate and warn people, so that they can see
the coming New World Order -- Kingdom of Antichrist -- in their daily news.
Finally, we would love to hear from you.
You can contact us by mail or email.
God bless you.
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